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CISS WEBINAR REPORT  
DYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR SOUTH ASIA: 22 YEARS OF NUCLEARIZATION 

3 June, 2020-11:30 am – 1:30 pm 
Prepared by: Huma Rehman and Afeera Firdous  

 

Overview of the Webinar 

The Center for International Strategic Studies (CISS) held a Webinar on Dynamics of Nuclear 

South Asia: 22 Years of Nuclearization on June 3, 2020. Ambassador Ali Sarwar Naqvi, 

Executive Director CISS, gave his opening remarks and discussed the topic and its 

significance. Being the Additional Secretary Americas during that time, Ambassador Naqvi 

spoke at length, from the vantage point of being a witness to the decision-making process for 

the nuclear tests. Ms. Huma Rehman moderated the discussion and introduced the panelists. 

There were three distinguished speakers, Dr. Naeem Ahmed Salik, Dr. Mansoor Ahmed and 

Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal. The speakers gave presentations about pre and post nuclear era 

crises between India and Pakistan, strategic environment post nuclearization, evolving 

nuclear threats in South Asia, nuclear deterrence and strategic stability. The presentations 

were followed by Q/A session, in which different participants shared their thoughts and 

analyses about the given topic. The salient points of the presentations and set of takeaways 

drawn from the speakers’ presentations and discussion are given below. 
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Speaker I: Dr. Naeem Salik, Senior Research Fellow CISS 

Topic: South Asian Strategic Environment Pre and Post Nuclearization 

Dr. Naeem Salik in his presentation shed light on the strategic environment in South Asia and 

provided the backdrop for nuclear tests in May 1998. At the end of 1980s, when Soviet 

occupation of Afghanistan had ended and the Soviet forces were withdrawn from 

Afghanistan a change came about in the international security environment. An event of 

global significance occurred, as the historic as fall of the Berlin Wall, and marked the end of 

the Cold War and the demise of Soviet Union in 1991. For the region it was a very significant 

development because Soviet Union had been India’s strategic partner in international affairs 

for decades. Eventually, a main pillar of India’s security support, at international level, 

became shaky and was not there for a while. It was high time for India to re-evaluate its 

foreign policy and re-align itself. Therefore, India, very quickly, decided to switch sides and 

go into the American camp and started developing international relations with the US.  

In parallel, during early 90s, there was a push from the international community for the non-

proliferation efforts especially the signing of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty 

(CTBT) and the finalization of the Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty (FMCT) to pacify the 

demands of non-nuclear weapon state parties to the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT). 

To make sure of support of the non-nuclear weapon states, the nuclear weapon states at that 

time promised that they will follow their commitments (of negotiations towards complete 

disarmament) as per NPT in unilateral spirit. For this purpose, United Nations resolution 

was also passed in 1992.  

Dr. Salik further elaborated India’s position regarding nuclear non-proliferation and 

disarmament affairs. In 1995, India realized that CTBT negotiations were in advanced stage, 

it would be only a matter of time when CTBT comes into force which will close India’s options 

for conducting nuclear tests. Therefore, India attempted to carry out a nuclear test in 1995  
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However, the preparations for that test were picked up by the American satellites. The US 

put a lot of pressure on India not to conduct nuclear tests which was supposed to be 

conducted in December 1995, and India called off that test. During the entire pressure 

campaign, the US shared gaps with India about their preparations to conduct a nuclear test 

through intelligence reports, which helped India to cover those gaps while conducting its 

nuclear tests in 1998.  

Subsequently, in 1996, when CTBT was open for signature, India refused to do so and 

Pakistan followed the suit. Dr. Salik also covered the political situation of India regarding 

nuclear tests. In same year (1996), Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) came into power in India. 

Soon after coming into power, BJP started efforts to conduct nuclear tests. As the Prime 

Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee failed to get a vote of confidence, BJP government survived 

only fifteen days and the preparations for conducting nuclear tests had to be called off. In 

1998 General Election campaign, besides other points, BJP manifesto clearly stated to 

exercise nuclear option when in power. In May 1998, India declared to have conducted 

nuclear tests and Pakistan had to follow and tested its own nuclear devices.  

After overt nuclearization in the region, India and the world realized that now Pakistan is 

also a nuclear power and a kind of strategic parity has been achieved in South Asia. 

Therefore, they had to come around to settle things with Pakistan and create some kind of 

structure in South Asia to contain nuclear arms race as well as to maintain strategic stability. 

Indian Prime Minister visited Pakistan and there was a long list of Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOUs) between two countries on different issues.  He highlighted the major 

event soon after the visit, Kargil episode happened which badly affected the whole process. 

In post Kargil time, there is a long list of crises between India and Pakistan such as Parliament 

attack in 2001 and stand-off 2001-02, Mumbai attack 2008, Uri attack and following alleged 

surgical strikes in 2016, Pulwama-Balakot incident in 2019. Dr. Salik emphasized that Indian 

political leadership specially BJP as it came into power, time and again, particularly during 

recent Pulwama and Balakot incidents gathered more International support . Because,  
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International community gave green signals and patted India to go ahead with their 

aggressive designs.  

Dr. Salik stressed that the 2019 incident of phantom surgical strike had very destabilizing 

impact on bilateral dynamics between India and Pakistan because it was accompanied with 

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi very irresponsible statements during his re-election 

campaign. He said that since India intended to set a new normal in the strategic environment, 

and put the strategic stability in South Asia on very shaky ground with escalation dangers 

between India and Pakistan.  The strategic stability is under stress and absence of any 

strategic restraint regime, it is very dangerous for the peace of region.  

Speaker II: Dr. Mansoor Ahmed, Senior Research Fellow CISS  

Topic: Nuclear Pakistan and the Evolving Threat Spectrum in South Asia  

Dr. Mansoor discussed the strategic trends and trajectories and  their effects on strategic 

stability. He started with the history of Pakistan’s nuclear program, in the first half of 1972, 

Pakistan started its nuclear program immediately in aftermath of separation of East 

Pakistan. The initial policy was to acquire the necessary know-how, build the necessary 

infrastructure, and build international cooperation especially for fuel cycle facilities to 

acquire the nuclear option because half of the manpower, trained in 1960s, left for 

Bangladesh.  

He explained that Pakistan's nuclear program evolved as a civilian and peaceful one. The 

situation changed after India conducted its nuclear weapon tests called smiling Buddha in 

1974. Consequently, the countries that had civil nuclear agreements with India and Pakistan 

withdrew unilaterally and made the continuity of agreements contingent upon Islamabad's 

signing of the Non-Proliferation treaty (NPT). By then, Pakistan had not developed an 

indigenous nuclear fuel cycle. The Pakistan Institute of Nuclear and Scientific Technology 

(PINSTECH) was not operational and the country had limited nuclear personnel. Under 

challenging circumstances, Pakistan decided to develop an indigenous nuclear fuel cycle and 

program. Since then, Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC) was responsible for civil  
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uses and weaponization, nuclear tests, and plutonium production and conversion. Pakistan 

conducted as many as twenty cold nuclear tests in the early 1990s before it finally conducted 

six hot nuclear tests in May 1998, in response to India's five nuclear tests two weeks earlier. 

Dr. Mansoor mentioned that while Pakistan did master the nuclear fuel cycle, the 

opportunity cost that Pakistan incurred was its civil nuclear program. 

He further explained that the revolution in military technologies over the years has boosted 

conventional and strategic military capabilities of India and Pakistan. Therefore, the 

Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) has been a driving factor behind New Delhi's change in 

its Land Warfare Doctrine as the country is trying to develop capabilities. India is so obsessed 

with its strategic capabilities that it intends and proclaimed to fight a two-front war with 

China and Pakistan.  Dr. Ahmed also mentioned that the most glaring imbalance in 

conventional forces of India and Pakistan lies in the naval domain. Indian navy is adding 

three additional S-Class submarines capable of carrying nuclear and ballistic missiles, in 

addition to two Arihant nuclear submarines and six AIP (air-independent propulsion) 

conventional attack submarines. It is also expanding its surface fleet by adding 24 MH 60 

Romeo Seahawk helicopters, 4 P8-I Neptune maritime patrol/anti-submarine warfare 

(ASW) aircraft, and other net-centric warfare technologies that it is purchasing from the US 

and Israel.  

He emphasized that it is evident that India will use all of this technology against Pakistan 

since it lacked the will and the capability to fight against China. The pretext of building up 

arms for countering the rise of China has earned New Delhi strategic concessions from the 

US. By fueling and building up the strategic triad.  New Delhi aims to achieve escalation 

dominance and counterforce strike capability against Pakistan. 

Furthermore, Pakistan must not go for tit-for-tat in an arms race with India, it may focus and 

maintain its full spectrum deterrence instead by investing in defense research and 

development, and domestic economic infrastructure. Focusing and spending in economy will 

help Pakistan to enhance its national power and sustain its credible minimum deterrence. 
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Speaker III: Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal, Professor at School of Politics and 

International Relations (SPIR) Quaid-i_Azam University, Islamabad. 

Topic: Nuclear Deterrence and Crisis Stability in South Asia 

Dr Jaspal initiated his presentation with the conceptual framework and its application on 

strategic realities between India and Pakistan. He discussed nuclear deterrence and crisis 

stability in South Asia, that there is a clear assumption regarding Mutual Assured Destruction 

capability on both sides and both states are acting rationally. Both states realize the 

probability of inherent risk of escalation which is not in favor of any state, so all out 

conventional war leading towards nuclear option is not acceptable. It is an established fact 

that both states lack first strike capability that is why they cannot decapitate each other’s 

capabilities. Limitations with this perception leads to deterrence stability or crisis stability 

but it cannot be translated into a strategic stability.  

He underlined that strategic stability has a very prominent element which is an arms race 

stability. The ongoing trend in South Asia is modernization of war-fighting capabilities 

whether nuclear or conventional which means that there is no arms race stability. So the half 

part of strategic stability in South Asia is missing.  

On the other hand, it is important to focus on and analyze India’s nuclear posture objectives. 

India’s nuclear posture objective is to deter China and to compel Pakistan. After Pulwama 

attack, Indian Prime Minister’s rhetorical statements have clearly indicated that India, a 

nuclear weapon state, has adopted a policy of nuclear compellence against Pakistan, the 

other nuclear weapon state.  

Dr. Jaspal explained some factors which undermine the crisis stability between India and 

Pakistan.  

 Firstly, India’s two decades’ struggle starting from limited war through Cold Start 

Doctrine by creating options for punitive military actions and now surgical strikes.  
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The idea of surgical strikes is part of written Indian armed forces doctrine, both in 

2017 and 2018. This kind of thinking in nuclear armed environment creates space for 

crisis instability. 

  Secondly, despite all the crises in last two decades after overt nuclearization, 

Pakistan still supports Kashmir struggle and is unwilling to accept India’s hegemony 

in South Asia. Pakistan has been maintaining a warfighting capability to check the 

Indian aggression. Pakistan has shown resilience while adopting quid-pro-quo plus 

strategy. Pakistan has also invented its own nuclear posture.  

 Thirdly, the vocabulary to analyze which is available from the Cold War is not giving 

us much guidance so both Pakistan and India have to rethink in their own context 

with their strategic realities.  

 Fourth, the imbalance in conventional military capabilities has created stability-

instability paradox in last two decades. But at the same time, it buttresses offence-

defense imbalance as well. The phantom surgical strike claims tell us a lot about what 

India has been working on during last two decades where it is conducting preemptive 

strikes while maintaining an international position of fighting against terrorists and 

calling it a preventive war.   

 Fifth, in the global strategic environment, India has been encouraged to acquire the 

capability to implement its new normal where India claims that Indian Ocean is 

India’s ocean or what we can evidently see the coupling of Indo-Pacific Strategy of 

New Delhi with Indo-Pacific Strategy of Washington. So, in this context, the West is 

viewing India as a balance to China. Whether India can keep a check on China or not, 

is another debate but with this buildup and modernization of India, the imbalance 

between India and Pakistan is enhancing which will bring instability in the region.  

 Sixth, the role of current Indian Prime Minister’s rhetorical statements in creating 

hyper-nationalism to divert the domestic or internal crisis on the external side also 

plays against crisis stability or deterrence stability.  
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 Finally, while critically examining India’s quest for escalation dominance, the absence 

of arms control also plays its role.  

After the nuclearization in two decades, theoretically, one can expect that India and Pakistan 

have been matured enough (after four major crises) to go for and live with deterrence 

stability and work collectively or bilaterally for addressing the reasons of crisis instability so 

that the region has a crisis stability.  

He said that unfortunately, despite Pakistan’s desire for avoiding crisis instability, the other 

side is unwilling because they have broader agenda to become great power to balance China. 

Therefore, unfortunately, in near future, the situation of crisis stability is not going to change 

in South Asia.  

Highlights of the CISS Webinar  

The highlights of the CISS Webinar comprised the participation of national and international 

attendees and questions posed to the panelists. Few are as follows:  

 A few participants posed questions related to the current debate of US Trump 

administration statements on nuclear testing that whether resumption of US nuclear 

tests will provide opportunity to for nuclear testing?   

  Questions related to the likely future of arms control and disarmament goals were 

also mentioned in the light of current elusive nuclear order and growing global trend 

of arms race in the world?  

 In view of recent Sino-India border tensions the question asked related to India’s 

strategic posture if China sees it an Indian nuclear bluff. Can India maintain a posture 

of a massive or assured retaliation against China, and a counterforce first-strike 

option against Pakistan? 

 With reference to No First Use policy of India couple of questions were asked that 

how can India maintain massive/assured retaliation against China without 
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undermining its avowed (doctrinal) declaration of minimum deterrence against 

Pakistan? 

 The question was also posed to the panelists related to the challenges of strategic and 

economic stability in the region under extraordinary circumstances of dealing with 

pandemic Covid-19? What are the vital pressures and possible options for countries?  

By creating such ambiguities, India is undermining strategic stability in the region and 

evokes the apprehensions of its neighbors, and in the process pushing those states to take 

‘remedial measures’ to restore strategic stability and have a credible deterrence posture. 

Takeaways from the Discussion 

India derives its increasing regional power status due to its strong economy and conducive 

regional and global political environment that favor its great-power status. Since the 

challenges for Pakistan are complex and multidimensional, it needs to undertake urgent and 

radical structural reforms to develop a robust economy and build productive and efficient 

human capital. India is the only country in the world that has managed to secure hi-tech 

technology transfers and arms transfers from all major arms suppliers simultaneously. This 

signifies India’s market potential. If Pakistan had that kind of market potential, the same 

suppliers would start coming here as well. It’s more a question of money than anything else. 

Moreover, Pakistan should invest in human capital, introduce structural reforms and create 

incentives for businessmen to invest in defense sector.  

Despite India’s aggressive nuclear posture, its desire to have full-spectrum dominance and 

the challenges they pose to Pakistan, the latter should not be tempted into an arms race. One 

of the premises of Pakistan’s nuclear policy was to take into consideration the important 

element of ‘resource constraints’. Pakistan should make greater efforts to improve the 

survivability of existing systems. And Pakistan should have enough confidence in its 

capabilities to deter effectively Indian aggression which it is maintaining with consistency. 

Pakistan needs to keep an eye on what Indians are trying to achieve in conventional and 

strategic domains. India is developing anti-satellite weapons, MIRV capability, hypersonic 

missiles, triad delivery systems, and second-strike capabilities. It reflects India’s ambition 
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for a great power status and create or establish the salience of India’s numerical superiority 

in conventional domain. After the introduction of Nasr and the enunciation of full-spectrum 

deterrence by Pakistan, India’s plan to launch a conventional strike/war by operationalizing 

Cold Start Doctrine below the nuclear threshold was in a sense neutralized. The recent 

Pulwama crisis episode lead the attention of the world and prompted a need to reassess the 

set rhetoric on dynamics of crisis stability and patterns of escalation control in South Asia.  

Indians are looking for the ability not only to dominate the conventional sphere but also in 

the strategic domain. Pakistan would be confronted with a threat that would be both 

counter-value and counterforce at the same time. So, because of Pakistan’s resource 

constraints, it needs to differentiate between quantity and quality and respond by bringing 

about a qualitative change and not necessarily by acquisition of capabilities commensurate 

with India. 

While there has been a sort of deterrence stability over the last 22 years, the future risks and 

hazards make deterrence between the two states very fragile and unstable.    

Coverage of the Webinar Event and Press Release  

1. The Dispatch News Desk (DND), international award-winning News Agency 

distributing news in Russian, English, and Urdu languages. Indian actions eroding 

strategic stability in South Asia: Experts Says 

Link: https://dnd.com.pk/indian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability-in-south-asia-

experts/190712 

 
2. MSN news: Indian actions eroding strategic stability 

Link:https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/e2-80-98indian-actions-eroding-strategic-

stability-e2-80-99/ar-BB153KZF 

3. World News: Indian actions eroding strategic stability: Escalation Dangers in South 

Asia 

Link:https://article.wn.com/view/2020/06/05/Indian_actions_eroding_strategic_stability

/ 

https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrE19_Ik9leBLYAIxhXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTByOHZyb21tBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzcg--/RV=2/RE=1591346248/RO=10/RU=https%3a%2f%2fdnd.com.pk%2findian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability-in-south-asia-experts%2f190712/RK=2/RS=XPY4wLxdauqFys4r_Bdz0X9cc1A-
https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrE19_Ik9leBLYAIxhXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTByOHZyb21tBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzcg--/RV=2/RE=1591346248/RO=10/RU=https%3a%2f%2fdnd.com.pk%2findian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability-in-south-asia-experts%2f190712/RK=2/RS=XPY4wLxdauqFys4r_Bdz0X9cc1A-
https://dnd.com.pk/indian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability-in-south-asia-experts/190712
https://dnd.com.pk/indian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability-in-south-asia-experts/190712
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/e2-80-98indian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability-e2-80-99/ar-BB153KZF
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/e2-80-98indian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability-e2-80-99/ar-BB153KZF
https://article.wn.com/view/2020/06/05/Indian_actions_eroding_strategic_stability/
https://article.wn.com/view/2020/06/05/Indian_actions_eroding_strategic_stability/
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4. The Nation: Indian actions unbalancing strategic stability 

Link:https://nation.com.pk/05-Jun-2020/indian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability-

experts 

5. The News: Indian actions disturbing strategic stability 

Link:https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/667960-indian-actions-eroding-strategic-

stability 

6. The Tribune Express: Indian actions and eroding strategic stability in South Asia Link: 

https://tribune.com.pk/story/2235789/1-indian-actions-eroding-stability/ 

7. Press Release Text on CISS Website  

Link:https://ciss.org.pk/ciss-webinar-on-dynamics-of-nuclear-south-asia-22-years-of-

nuclearization/ 

8.  CISS Webinar Full Length Source.  

Link:https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/6dBUfu3xsTtLW53h73DUCoV9BN3LT6a81yJMr

vMPn0hOph346cvbq9VXe0sfZUBo 

https://nation.com.pk/05-Jun-2020/indian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability-experts
https://nation.com.pk/05-Jun-2020/indian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability-experts
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/667960-indian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/667960-indian-actions-eroding-strategic-stability
https://tribune.com.pk/story/2235789/1-indian-actions-eroding-stability/
https://ciss.org.pk/ciss-webinar-on-dynamics-of-nuclear-south-asia-22-years-of-nuclearization/
https://ciss.org.pk/ciss-webinar-on-dynamics-of-nuclear-south-asia-22-years-of-nuclearization/
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/6dBUfu3xsTtLW53h73DUCoV9BN3LT6a81yJMrvMPn0hOph346cvbq9VXe0sfZUBo
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/6dBUfu3xsTtLW53h73DUCoV9BN3LT6a81yJMrvMPn0hOph346cvbq9VXe0sfZUBo
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9. Social Media Coverage 

 

 


